
XLTEST - Excel spreadsheet quality check 
 
XLTest helps you to check the integrity of your spreadsheets far more quickly than 
with tedious cell-by-cell inspection. The full documentation explains it 
comprehensively. This brochure is simply a set of screen shots. 

The XLTest menu  

 

Menu commands 

   

  I  

 



Sample screen shots 

Excel Application settings 
 

 

 

Workbook Documentation 
 

 
 



Workbook summary documentation 

 
 

 
 
 

Detailed Inspection 
Errors and warning checks 
 
 Description of check The cell contains… 
         Error value                 an error value, one of  
     #DIV/0!, #N/A, #NAME?, #NULL!, #NUM!, #REF!, #VALUE! 
         Text two digit year         a text date with 2 digit years 
         Number stored as text       a number stored as text 
         Inconsistent formula        an inconsistent formula for a region 
         Omits cells in region       a formula omitting a cell for a region 
         Unlocked formula cell       a formula and is unlocked 
         Refers to empty cell        a formula referring to empty cells 
         List validation error       data in the list contains a validation error 
         Inconsistent list           an inconsistent formula for a list 
         Fails data validation       a validation error 
         Overflow error              an overflow error 
         Number in formula           an embedded (‘hard coded’) numeric constant  
         Format hides value          number format obscures real value 
         Format Font Fill colour     font colour same as cell fill colour 
         Conditional Format Font     font conditional colour same as cell fill colour 
         Formula too long            formula exceeds 1024 characters 



         Formula starts with minus   formula begins =- 
         Formula with double 

minus  
 formula contains -- 

         Numeric text right aligned  numeric text aligned to look like a number 
 Range_Lookup check 

params 
 a lookup function missing the range_lookup parameter 
 

 FormulaLabel property      used by ‘Accept labels in formulas’ (not present in Excel 
2007 or later) 

 

 
 
 
 



Formulas List / Colorize 

 
 
The colour map makes formula inconsistencies jump out to the eye. 

 
 



Data Validation Formulas 
 

 

 

The colour map makes inconsistencies in validation formulas jump out to the eye. 
 

 



Conditional Format Formulas 

 

 
The colour map makes inconsistencies in condition formulas jump out to the eye. 
 

 



Cell Format Codes 
 

 
 
The sheet $NF_Data(1) shows the codes and formats: 



Colour Data Type and Usage 
 
The colour map makes data type inconsistencies jump out to the eye. You can see 
blank input cells or text where there should be numbers. 
 

 

 
 

 

Usage   \   Type Number Date Text Logical

Unused Constant White White White White

Input Constant Light Green Light Turquoise Pale yellow Pale lavender

Input Formula Sea Green Sky Blue Tan Lilac

Intermediate Formula Lime Pale Blue Light Orange Lavender

Output Formula Bright Green Turquoise Yellow Pink

Empty input cell Rose Error Red



 

Colorize by Precedents / Dependents 
 

        
 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Key to Prec/Depd colouring
This sheet only
This workbook only
This sheet + book
External workbook
This sheet + Ext.
This book + Ext.
Sheet, book, Ext.



Show Watch info 
Information on current selection 
 

 

 
It gives you a convenient summary of the cell without having to dig through menus to 
find all the settings that apply to it. 
 
The button ‘Copy to Clipboard’ copies the text shown in the dialog to the clipboard so 
you can paste it into any audit record document that you are working on. 
 

 



Help / About XLTest  
Help on colours and keyboard shortcuts 
 

 

 
The box on the right shows the functions in XLTest that are available for you to use in 
your own formulas, as long as the XLTest addin is installed. 
 
XLTest Options allow you to specify what it looks for: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Batch Auto-test process  
This starts a new audit, shows the Open File dialog and runs all the tests. It saves 
some effort clicking each option in turn but cannot save you the effort of actually 
reading the results! It saves a copy of the workbook under test for each colour map 
with a name created from the test and the file name. 



Test Cases 
 
XLTest can execute a set of test cases on a target workbook and stores the result of 
each test. You can use this for regression testing to verify that a new version performs 
the same as before, except of course for what you expect to have changed. 

New Test Case Workbook 
 

Test Case Comment Test Sheet Test Cells Test
Test 
Value

TestCase1 General comment ActiveSheet
TestCase1 Set range B1:B3 to value 2 B1:B3 : Value Only 2
TestCase1 Set A4 to 3 and format shown A4 @ Value and Format 3.00
TestCase1 Test whether C21=21 C21 = Equals 21
TestCase1 Show value of expression, no test =SUM(D1:D3)   No test  
 
Before 
change

Test 
Result Type test Format test Value test Errors

 
 

 

Tests to Scenarios 
Convert XLTest cases worksheet to Scenarios 

Scenarios to Tests 
Convert Excel Scenarios to XLTest case worksheet 
 



Compare worksheets 
Compare two worksheets  

 
 

It creates a new workbook with a sheet named $WSC that shows the differences: 
 

 

 



Compare workbooks 
This compares all the worksheets in the two open workbooks selected. 
It also compares VBA code. 
 

 
 
In version 1.31 there is a Quick Diff report to highlight differences between versions: 



The ‘Utilities’ menu has the options 
1. Save Copy As… 
2. Add $TOC, ReadMe, Palette 
3. Reset Text To Columns settings 
4. Unprotect sheet 
5. Unprotect workbook 
6. Delete Unused Number Formats 
7. Export all VBComponents 
8. Import all VBComponents 
9. Toggle R1C1/A1 
10. Properties Dialog 
11. Reset Excel status 

 
Save Copy As… saves a copy of the active workbook under another name, without 
changing the name of the workbook in memory. It is useful in keeping copies of a file 
for documentation purposes while still keeping the current file name which might be 
linked to from XLTest documentation sheets. 
 
Screenshot of $TOC (Table of Contents) sheet: 

 
 
The ‘Shortcut Keys’ menu has the options:  

1 Copy Formula 
2 Copy Text 
3 Operate on selection 
5 Go To Reference 
6 Flag active cell 
7 Select from Active cell 
8 Select Formula region 
0 Jump to bottom right 

 
Note that the numbers are actually the shortcut keys you can press with Ctrl+Alt, and 
currently 4 and 9 are not used. XLTest also adds the Key Shortcuts options to the end 
of the cell context pop-up menu that appears when you right-click on a cell.  
 
 



User defined Functions 
XLTest provides these functions for use in your spreadsheets. 
 
Function  Description Example  

ColorName( Colorindex ) Return color name from index =ColorName(1) 

USTDate( date ) Convert text mm/dd/yyyy or 
mm-dd-yyyy to a date 

=USTDate("12/1/2008") 

EUTDate( date )  Convert text dd/mm/yyyy or 
dd-mm-yyyy to a date 

=EUTDate("12/1/2008") 

TextToDate( text, format ) Convert text to date specifying 
order and delimiter 

=TextToDate("08-02-09","mdy-") 

IsLike( text, pattern ) True if Text matches Pattern 
regular expression 

=IsLike("abc@def.ghi","*@*.???") 

Alphas( text ) Returns alphabetic characters 
in Text 

=Alphas(B5) 

Numerics( text ) Returns numeric characters in 
Text 

=Numerics(K5) 

TextToValue( text, 
[minus], [decimal] ) 

Converts text to number, 
optional negative and decimal 
symbols 

=TexttoValue("12.3-") 

GetFormula( cell ) Returns formula in a cell =GetFormula(K9) 

JoinValues( range, 
delimiter ) 

Concatenates range to a 
string list 

=JoinValues(G2:G15,",") 

SumN( range ) Sums non-formula numeric 
cells 

=SumN(A1:K10) 

FileSize (filename ) Returns size of a file given its 
name 

=FileSize("test103.xls") 

DateModified( filename ) Returns modified date of a file 
given its name 

=DateModified("somefile.xls") 

DirFile( fileno, dirname, 
[attrib] ) 

Returns the file name in the 
given position a directory 

=DirFile(1,"xl*.xla") 

Book: Spreadsheet Check and Control 
47 key practices to detect and prevent errors 
Patrick O’Beirne, 2005, ISBN 190540400X 
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